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Abstract

Multi-modal pre-training models have been intensively

explored to bridge vision and language in recent years.

However, most of them explicitly model the cross-modal in-

teraction between image-text pairs, by assuming that there

exists strong semantic correlation between the text and im-

age modalities. Since this strong assumption is often invalid

in real-world scenarios, we choose to implicitly model the

cross-modal correlation for large-scale multi-modal pre-

training, which is the focus of the Chinese project ‘Wen-

Lan’ led by our team. Specifically, with the weak correla-

tion assumption over image-text pairs, we propose a two-

tower pre-training model called BriVL within the cross-

modal contrastive learning framework. Unlike OpenAI

CLIP that adopts a simple contrastive learning method, we

devise a more advanced algorithm by adapting the latest

method MoCo into the cross-modal scenario. By build-

ing a large queue-based dictionary, our BriVL can incor-

porate more negative samples in limited GPU resources.

We further construct a large Chinese multi-source image-

text dataset called RUC-CAS-WenLan for pre-training our

BriVL model. Extensive experiments demonstrate that the

pre-trained BriVL model outperforms both UNITER and

OpenAI CLIP on various downstream tasks.

1. Introduction

In recent years, pre-training models have become topi-

cal in natural language processing (NLP). A number of pre-

training language models such as BERT [10, 21, 19] and

*Co-corresponding authors.

“There are several burning 
candles on a fruit cake.”

“Happy Birthday! 
Make a wish.”

Strong Correlation Weak Correlation

Figure 1. Example of strong correlation assumption versus weak

correlation assumption over image-text pairs. Note that the strong

correlation assumption widely used in many multi-model pre-

training models is often invalid in real-world scenarios.

GPT [28, 29, 3] have achieved significant improvements on

various downstream NLP tasks. With the release of GPT-

3 [3] (i.e., the latest large-scale language model of OpenAI),

pre-training language models [27, 33, 15] have now drawn

the most attention of the NLP community.

Compared with text understanding in the single-modal

scenario, understanding multiple modalities is more attrac-

tive and has a broader rang of application scenarios. In

fact, with the success of pre-training models in NLP [8, 25,

18, 30], they have recently been extended to understand the

text and the image simultaneously, that is, multi-modal pre-

training models have been intensively explored to bridge vi-

sion and language in the last two years. Particularly, in Jan-

uary 2021, OpenAI released a multi-modal version of GPT-

3 [3] called DALL·E [1], demonstrating its excellent text-

to-image generation capability. This clearly declares the

power of multi-modal pre-training, and also encourages re-

searchers to explore the potential of large-scale multi-modal

pre-training in the vision+language area.
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Along this line of research, our team started a Chinese

project called ‘WenLan’ on large-scale multi-modal pre-

training since September 2020, and released the first ver-

sion to demonstrate its understanding ability on the Chi-

nese multi-modal data. At this moment, our released model

presents the strong image-text retrieval ability as well as the

impressive commonsense understanding ability.

As we have mentioned, with the considerable progress

made by pre-training models, multi-modal pre-training has

started to attract significant attention from machine learn-

ing, computer vision, and natural language processing in

recent years, i.e., it has now been a hot interdisciplinary

research topic. However, there are still three challenges

in large-scale multi-modal pre-training: (1) Invalid Strong

Assumption: Most existing models are designed by assum-

ing that there exists strong semantic correlation between the

input image-text pair (see Figure 1), but this strong correla-

tion assumption is often invalid in practice. (2) Inefficiency

of Pre-training: The pre-training process is often very ex-

pensive, and a large number of GPUs are needed for paral-

lel pre-training. (3) Difficulty in Model Deployment: The

pre-training models are typically too large to be deployed in

real-world application scenarios, which is especially harder

for those single-tower models (e.g., UNITER [6]). In this

project, to overcome the above three challenges, we pro-

pose a novel two-tower pre-training model called BriVL

within the cross-modal contrastive learning framework (like

OpenAI CLIP [27]), instead of the single-tower architecture

that is adopted by most multi-modal pre-training models.

Importantly, unlike OpenAI CLIP [27], we devise a more

advanced cross-modal contrastive learning algorithm based

on the latest MoCo [16] so that our BriVL can incorporate

more negative samples in limited GPU resources. Our mo-

tivation for model design is detailed below.

Most existing multi-modal pre-training models, espe-

cially those with the single-tower architecture [20, 36, 26,

39, 9, 11, 40, 22, 7, 14], take an assumption that there ex-

ists strong semantic correlation between the input image-

text pair. With this strong assumption, the interaction be-

tween image-text pairs can thus be modeled with cross-

modal transformers. However, in real-world application

scenarios, the strong correlation assumption is often invalid.

For example, there often exists only weak correlation be-

tween image-text pairs, as illustrated in Figure 1. Moreover,

we also conduct extensive experiments and find that the

performance of the two-tower models is significantly better

than that of the single-tower models on the noisy image-text

data (e.g., crawled from the Web). In this project, we thus

choose the two-tower architecture to devise our large-scale

multi-modal pre-training model.

Specifically, given the web-crawled image-text data for

pre-training, we need to design a multi-modal pre-training

model based on the two-tower architecture. However, such

Image
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Text
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Negative

Images

Negative
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Figure 2. A schematic illustration of our BriVL model within the

cross-modal contrastive learning framework.

network architecture is too simple (without fine-grained

cross-modal interaction like UNITER) and its representa-

tion ability must be enforced for multi-modal pre-training.

Thanks to the recent progress of self-supervised learn-

ing [38, 24, 17, 41, 2], contrastive learning [4, 13, 5, 35]

has been found to significantly improve the representation

ability of deep neural networks. Following this idea, we

introduce comparative learning into our two-tower archi-

tecture. However, unlike OpenAI CLIP [27] that adopts

a simple contrastive learning method with the requirement

of large batches, we devise a more advanced cross-modal

contrastive learning algorithm. As illustrated in Figure 2,

given a specific image-text pair, the image modality or the

text modality can be used to construct absent samples of

the image-text pair, and the number of negative samples is

expanded based on the latest MoCo [16] framework to im-

prove the representation ability of the neural network. By

building a large queue-based dictionary, our model can in-

corporate more negative samples in limited GPU resources,

leading to even better results in image-text retrieval.

Due to the usage of the two-tower architecture as well as

the contrastive-learning based pre-training strategy, our pro-

posed BriVL model has a high flexibility and can be readily

deployed in real-world application scenarios. It mainly has

three advantages: (i) With a two-tower architecture, the text

encoder and the image encoder can be easily replaced with

the latest larger single-modal pre-training models, further

enforcing the representation ability of our BriVL model. (ii)

Once our BriVL model is pre-trained, it can provide cloud-

accessible APIs of the image and text feature embeddings
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Figure 3. (a) A schematic illustration of the proposed BriVL model for large-scale multi-model pre-training. (b) The architecture of the

image encoder f I used for BriVL. Notation: SA – self-attention based on transformer.

as well as the matching score of an image-text pair, which

are very convenient to be deployed in various downstream

tasks. Particularly, when a vector engine is used to speed up

the inference stage, the efficiency of image-text retrieval can

be significantly improved. (iii) It is convenient to add other

pre-training tasks (e.g., image-to-text generation) into our

BriVL model. Note that our image-to-text generation (i.e.,

image captioning) model achieves the new state-of-the-art

on the AIC-ICC [37] dataset.

Our main contributions are three-fold: (1) We have con-

structed a large Chinese multi-source image-text dataset

called RUC-CAS-WenLan for multi-modal pre-training.

The first version of RUC-CAS-WenLan consists of 30 mil-

lion image-text pairs, which come from the rich image-text

content generated by web users, including news, sports, en-

tertainment, culture, and other topics. In the near future,

this pre-training dataset will be enlarged to 500 million

image-text pairs. (2) We have proposed the first large-scale

Chinese multi-modal pre-training model called BriVL. The

first version of our BriVL model pre-trained on RUC-

CAS-WenLan has 1 billion parameters. Importantly, our

BriVL model outperforms both UNITER [6] and OpenAI

CLIP [27] on the RUC-CAS-WenLan test set and AIC-

ICC [37] validation set. In the near future, our BriVL model

will contain 10 billion parameters, which will be pre-trained

with 500 million image-text pairs.

2. Methodology

Our cross-modal pre-training model is defined based on

the image-text retrieval task. Our main goal is thus to learn

two encoders that can embed image and text samples into

the same space for effective image-text retrieval. To en-

force such cross-modal embedding learning, we introduce

contrastive learning with the InfoNCE loss [24] into our

BriVL model, as illustrated in Figure 3. Specifically, for

a given text embedding, our learning objective is to find the

best image embedding from a batch of image embeddings.

Similarly, for a given image embedding, our learning objec-

tive is to find the best text embedding from a batch of text

embeddings. In one word, our pre-training model learns a

cross-modal embedding space by jointly training the image

and text encoders to maximize the cosine similarity of the

image and text embeddings of the true pair for each sam-

ple in the batch while minimizing the cosine similarity of

the embeddings of the other incorrect pairs. This results

in an InfoNCE loss over each batch of image-text pairs for

pre-training our BriVL model. Note that our model can in-

corporate more negative samples in limited GPU resources

comparing to OPENAI CLIP, leading to even better results

in image-text retrieval (see Section 3.3).

Formally, for the image-text retrieval task, we denote

the training set as D =
{

(xI
i , x

T
i )|i = 1, · · · , N

}

, where

(xI
i , x

T
i ) is a matched image-text pair from the RUC-CAS-

WenLan dataset, and N is the size of D. Our image-text

retrieval model leverages contrastive learning and expands

the latest MoCo [16] as the pre-training framework, as il-

lustrated in Figure 3. Each image xI
i (or each text xT

i ) is

encoded by the image encoder f I (or text encoder fT ) to

obtain its 1-D embedding zIi (or zTi ). The image encoder

(see Figure 3(b)) contains a CNN backbone and a succes-

sive self-attention block. A sequence of object embeddings

is obtained using a object detector to downsample the fea-

ture map from CNN and then encoded by the self-attention

block. The text encoder is stacked by several self-attention

blocks such as RoBERTa [21]. A two-layer Muti-Layer Per-

ception (MLP) block with a RELU activation function is

3



used for mapping each encoder’s representation to the joint

cross-modal embedding space. The parameters of f I and

fT are denoted as θI and θT , respectively.

Note that MoCo provides a mechanism of building dy-

namic dictionaries for contrastive learning, which can be

used with various pretext tasks. In this work, we adopt a

simple instance discrimination task: a query of an image

matches a key of an augmented text if the image corre-

sponds to the text, and vice versa. Further, the introduc-

tion of a queue decouples the dictionary size from the mini-

batch size. As a result, the dictionary size can be much

larger than a typical mini-batch size, and we can set it as a

hyper-parameter. Given the momentum parameter m, two

momentum-updated encoders f I
m (with the parameters θIm)

and fT
m (with the parameters θTm) are kept for the image and

text modalities, respectively. Their update rule is given by:

θIm = m · θIm + (1−m) · θI (1)

θTm = m · θTm + (1−m) · θT (2)

Similar to MoCo, BriVL maintains two queues QI and

QT , which contain K image negative keys and K text neg-

ative keys, respectively. Given batch size bs in the pre-

taining stage, after each iteration, all bs image negative keys

and bs text negative keys are separately pushed into these

two queues. In this way, keys in queues are updated in

each iteration. Specifically, at iteration t, the image and

text negative keys from the current data batch {BI
t , B

T
t }

are calculated by forwarding the momentum-updated en-

coders f I
m and fT

m: N I
t = {f I

m(xI
j )|x

I
j ∈ BI

t }, and

N T
t = {fT

m(xT
j )|x

T
j ∈ BT

t }. N I
t and N T

t are then updated

to QI and QT , respectively. Moreover, the positive key is

unique for each image query xI
j (or text query xT

j ), and it

is obtained also by forwarding the momentum-updated en-

coders: pTj = fT
m(xT

j ) (or pIj = f I
m(xI

j )). The loss func-

tion for each data batch is constructed as follows: for each

image query xI
j , we define the contrastive loss between its

image embedding zIj and all positive/negative text keys in

the queue QT , and then obtain an InfoNCE loss:

LI2T =−
∑

j

log
exp(zIj · pTj /τ)

exp(zIj · pTj /τ) +
∑

nT∈QT

exp(zIj · nT /τ)

(3)

where nT denotes a text negative key for each image query

and the hyper-parameter τ denotes the temperature. The

similarity is measured by dot product here. Similarly, for

each text query xT
j , the InfoNCE loss is formulated as:

LT2I =−
∑

j

log
exp(zTj · pIj/τ)

exp(zTj · pIj/τ) +
∑

nI∈QI

exp(zTj · nI/τ)

(4)

where nI denotes an image negative key of each text query.

The total loss function for BriVL is defined as:

Ltotal = LI2T + LT2I (5)

In the test/evaluation stage, the query image (or text) is also

retrieved simply by the dot product defined over the output

(i.e., embeddings) of the pre-trained encoders.

Due to its high flexibility, our BriVL model can be read-

ily deployed in a wide range of application scenarios. First,

other pre-training tasks (e.g. image-to-text generation) can

be added to our BriVL model by sharing the same text or

image encoder. Second, the pre-trained text and image en-

coders can be directly applied to many downstream multi-

modal tasks such as image-to-text retrieval, text-to-image

retrieval, text-to-image generation [31] and visual dialog

[23]. This actually leads to several downstream applications

developed based on our BriVL model.

3. Experiments

3.1. Dataset and Settings

Pre-Training Dataset Our BriVL model is pre-trained on a

Web-crawled multi-source image-text dataset. This dataset

is part of the WenLan project, called RUC-CAS-WenLan for

short. RUC-CAS-WenLan collects image-text pairs from

multiple information sources on the Web, including news,

encyclopedia (i.e., Baidu Baike) and Weibo. Images from

these data sources are selected to form image-text pairs to-

gether with their corresponding text descriptions. Since the

obtained image-text pairs are crawled from the Web, there

exist much noise in the original data. Thus, we then per-

form an elaborate cleaning process (e.g., duplicate and sen-

sitive information detection) to filter out sensitive or low-

quality pairs. For each data source, we also employ topic

models to analyze the overall topic distribution and extract

topic words, which help select and keep high-quality con-

tent information. Finally, our dataset has kept 30 million

image-text pairs covering a variety of topics and content

categories, including news, art, education, sports, entertain-

ment, games, and culture. Out of them, 11,000 pairs are

randomly selected to form the test set.

Text Encoder As mentioned in Section 2, a text en-

coder consists of a textual backbone, a self-attention block,

and a two-layer MLP. We choose the encoder of Chi-

nese RoBERTa Large1 as our textual backbone. Note that

RoBERTa Large includes a total of 24 transformer layers

with 1,024 hidden units and 16 heads. The self-attention

block consists of 4 transformer layers, designed for captur-

ing the relationships across the textual tokens. The two-

layer MLP is used to project the textual embedding to the

cross-modal embedding space.

1https://github.com/brightmart/roberta zh
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Image Encoder Following UNITER [6], we first employ

pre-trained Faster-RCNN [32] to detect object bounding-

boxes from each image. We further utilize Efficient-

Net B7 [34] to extract the visual features of each image

for computation efficiency. By applying RoI pooling [12]

on the output of EfficientNet B7, we obtain the features

of multiple objects and then combine them with a self-

attention block (of 4 transformer layers). The fused object

features are fed into a two-layer MLP and projected to the

cross-modal embedding space.

Implementation Details We utilize the momentum-

updated history queue as in MoCo [16] for contrastive

learning. We adopt clip-wise random crops, horizontal flips,

Gaussian blur, graying, and color jittering for data augmen-

tation over input images. A non-linear projection head is

attached to the text/image encoder to obtain feature vectors

in the same size 2,560. Our BriVL model is trained with

15 epochs. We select hyper-parameters heuristically due

to computational constraint: the learnable temperature pa-

rameter τ = 0.05, momentum m = 0.99, and the queue

size is 16,384. We adopt the Adam optimizer with decou-

pled weight decay regularization over all weights that are

not gains or biases, and decay the learning rate using a co-

sine schedule. We use a mini-batch size of 128 for each

of the 16 machines (each machine has 8 A100 GPUs), re-

sulting in a total batch size of 2,048. The mixed-precision

and half-precision Adam statistics are used to accelerate the

pre-training process and save the memory. It takes 7 days to

pre-train our BriVL model on 128 A100 GPUs.

3.2. Results on AICICC

We select the AIC-ICC caption competition [37] to eval-

uate our pre-trained BriVL model because it is the only

publicly-available Chinese multi-modal dataset. This Chi-

nese caption dataset (called as AIC-ICC) includes about

300,000 images, with 5 candidate Chinese caption texts per

image. The validation split (with 30,000 images) of this

dataset is used for performance evaluation on two down-

stream tasks (i.e., image-text retrieval and image caption-

ing). To make a comparison with OpenAI CLIP on this

dataset, we have to translate the Chinese captions in the

validation split into the English ones (with Google Transla-

tion). It is noticeable that we can only obtain the inference

code2 (but not the training code) of CLIP from OpenAI, and

thus are unable to pre-train CLIP on our own RUC-CAS-

WenLan dataset.

Table 1 presents the image-text retrieval results. We di-

rectly leverage the extracted features for nearest-neighbour

(NN) retrieval without fine-tuning. We can observe that

our BriVL significantly outperforms CLIP and UNITER

on both the text-to-image and image-to-text retrieval sub-

tasks, showing the effectiveness of the proposed BriVL in

2https://github.com/openai/CLIP

Table 1. Evaluation results for the text-image retrieval downstream

task on the AIC-ICC validation set.

Tasks Image-to-Text Retrieval Text-to-Image Retrieval

Metrics R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

CLIP [27] 13.4 27.3 35.1 7.8 18.5 25.0

UNITER [6] 14.8 29.8 37.9 9.8 23.3 31.4

BriVL (ours) 20.3 37.0 45.6 14.4 30.4 39.1

Table 2. Evaluation results for the image captioning downstream

task on the AIC-ICC validation set. ∗ denotes the result obtained

on the test set.

Metrics BLEU METEOR ROUGE-L CIDEr

CHAMPION’17∗ 62.8 43.0 – 210.4

UNITER [6] 62.8 38.7 69.2 199.7

BriVL (ours) 66.1 41.1 71.9 220.7

Table 3. Evaluation results for the text-image retrieval downstream

task on the RUC-CAS-WenLan test set.

Tasks Image-to-Text Retrieval Text-to-Image Retrieval

Metrics R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

CLIP [27] 7.3 15.0 19.0 7.8 15.9 19.9

UNITER [6] 5.3 16.9 24.6 5.7 16.7 24.3

BriVL (ours) 36.1 55.5 62.2 36.0 55.4 62.1

multi-modal pre-training. Note that our BriVL runs about

20 times faster than UNITER (but as fast as CLIP).

Table 2 presents the image captioning results. Fine-

tuning is conducted on the training split of AIC-ICC. We

adopt four widely-used evaluation metrics: BLEU, ME-

TEOR, ROUGE-L, and CIDEr. It can be clearly seen that

our BriVL performs better than the competitors in terms of

three of the four metrics, i.e., our BriVL achieves the best

overall performance on the AIC-ICC dataset. This means

that our BriVL model also has a good generalization ability

in the image captioning downstream task.

3.3. Results on RUCCASWenLan

We further make performance evaluation on the text-

image retrieval task on the test split of RUC-CAS-WenLan,

which includes 11,000 image-text pairs. Table 3 presents

the text-image retrieval results on the RUC-CAS-WenLan

test set. It is noticeable that our BriVL achieves significant

improvements over UNITER and OpenAI CLIP3. Particu-

larly, our BriVL leads to more than 45% performance gaps

in terms of R@10 on both retrieval subtasks. This demon-

strates the largest advantage of our BriVL in multi-modal

pre-training. Furthermore, our BriVL is pre-trained by us-

ing 128 GPUs for about 7 days, comparing to OpenAI CLIP

using 256 GPUs for 12 days.

3.4. User Study Results

The user study is carried out over the text-image retrieval

results obtained by the pre-training models (e.g., CMLC

3The inference code of OpenAI CLIP is directly implemented on the

translated test split with Google Translation.
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Table 4. User study results for the text-image retrieval downstream

task. Three human annotators are involved in such user study.

Tasks Image-to-Text Retrieval

Metrics NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@20 MAP

CLIP [27] 32.9 38.8 53.0 30.3

BriVL 37.5 42.8 55.5 38.3

BriVL+UNITER 37.0 43.5 56.3 37.6

Tasks Text-to-Image Retrieval

Metrics NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@20 MAP

CLIP [27] 28.0 32.3 43.7 16.7

BriVL 46.9 51.5 61.6 47.2

BriVL+UNITER 49.9 55.0 65.1 52.5

Prediction: 

一 个 面 带 微 笑 的 女 人 在 硕 

果 累 累 的 果 园 里 采 摘 水 果 

(A woman with a slight smile is 

picking fruits in the fruitful orchard) 

Prediction: 

一 架 飞 机 在 晴 朗 的 天 气 里 

飞 过 天 空 

(An aeroplane flies across the sky 

in a sunny day) 

Prediction: 

一个穿着戏服的男人和一个
穿着戏服的女孩在一起 

(A man in a costume is staying 

with a girl in a costume) 

Prediction: 

一条城市街道，有一个红绿灯，
上面有一个标志 

(On a city street, there is a traffic 

light with a sign on it) 

Figure 4. Visualization examples obtained by our image caption-

ing model. Note that two data sources (caption and web) are used

in the top and bottom rows, respectively.

and CLIP [27]). We select a group of image and text queries

for testing. For each text (or image) query, we retrieve the

first 30 results with the tested model from the specified can-

didate set, and manually score each of the 30 results by 3

ratings (i.e., 0, 1, and 2). Note that the higher the score is,

the stronger the correlation between the image and text is.

Since three human annotators are involved independently,

the final score for each of the 30 results is obtained with 7

ratings (0-6). The scores of each text (or image) query are

thus formed into a 30-length score sequence.

The NDCG and MAP metrics are used to evaluate the

human retrieval quality. Note that these metrics are widely

used for evaluating retrieval quality. Particularly, during

computing MAP, the text-image pair is considered to be

relevant if the corresponding score is higher than 2. The

obtained comparative results are presented in Table 4. As

expected, the user study does validate that our BriVL out-

Prediction: 

 '灰色围巾', '屋顶', '双手插在口袋里', '

多云的天空', '大衣', '鸟', '围巾', '云', '

天空', '长袖‘, '微笑', '长发' 

('gray scarf', 'roof', 'hands in pockets', 

'cloudy sky', 'coat', 'bird', 'scarf', 'cloud', 

'sky', 'long sleeve', 'smile ', 'long hair' ) 

Prediction: 

'木栅栏', '城镇', '街道', '房屋', '道
路', '日落', '建筑', '风景', '窗口', '

云', '天空' 

('wooden fence', 'town', 'street', 

'house', 'road', 'sunset', 'building', 

'landscape', 'window', 'cloud', 'sky' ) 

Prediction: 

 '蜷缩着', '打开书', '黑色连衣裙', '发光
的', '书', '赤脚', '黄眼睛', ‘长发' 

('curled up', 'open book', 'black dress', 

'luminous', 'book', 'barefoot', 'yellow 

eyes', 'long hair' ) 

Prediction: 

'扫帚骑', '长指甲', '女巫帽', '星', '

靴子', '黄眼睛', '长发', '连衣裙' 

('broom ride', 'long nails', 'witch 

hat', 'star', 'boots', 'yellow eyes', 

'long hair', 'dress' ) 

Figure 5. Visualization examples obtained by our image tagging

model. Note that our image tagging model is almost the same as

our image captioning model. The anime images are used in this

downstream task.

performs OpenAI CLIP [27]. When the candidate set (per

query) of UNITER is obtained using our BriVL, UNITER

is shown to lead to further improvements over our BriVL

(see BriVL+UNITER vs. BriVL).

3.5. Visual Results

Figure 4 presents the visualization examples obtained by

our image captioning model. Note that two data sources

(caption and web) are used in the top and bottom rows, re-

spectively. We can observe that the generated captions by

our model are fluent, vivid, and accurate to express the se-

mantic meanings of the input pictures. This suggests that

multi-model pre-training indeed brings benefits to the im-

age captioning downstream task.

Figure 5 presents the visualization examples obtained

by our image tagging model. Note that our image tagging

model is almost the same as our image captioning model.

The anime images are used in this downstream task. We

can see that our image tagging model is able to predict ac-

curate tags for each anime image. This provides evidence

that multi-model pre-training indeed brings benefits to the

image tagging downstream task.

4. Downstream Applications

Although ‘WenLan’ can be applied to a variety of cross-

modal downstream tasks, we have only developed two web

6



(a) (b)

Figure 6. Demonstration of our downstream application. (a)

MatchSoul: matching pictures with ‘golden’ sentences. (b) Soul-

Music: matching pictures with ‘golden’ lyrics.

applications, MatchSoul and Soul-Music, at this moment.

Our main goal is to directly demonstrate the power of multi-

modal pre-training in real-world scenarios. We will develop

more applications in the near future.

4.1. MatchSoul

MatchSoul is developed based on our pre-trained BriVL

model. Note that we directly deploy our pre-trained model

without any fine-tuning. This application is devised as

follows: given a picture uploaded by user, it returns an

‘golden’ sentence that is the most relevant to this picture.

Unlike the general image generation, this application

does not generate a descriptive sentence for the input pic-

ture. In contrast, it chooses to match the picture with the

‘golden’ sentence (from a candidate set of 300,000 ‘golden’

sentences) according to the characteristics of the picture, as

illustrated in Figure 6(a). The chosen ‘golden’ sentences

are humor, literary, and philosophical thinking. We look

forward to giving users a sense of surprise and playing the

finishing touch to the picture.

4.2. SoulMusic

Similar to MatchSoul, Soul-Music is also developed

based on our pre-trained BriVL model. Specifically, given

a picture uploaded by user, Soul-music returns a song lyric

that well fits the artistic conception of this picture. As illus-

trated in Figure 6(b), Soul-Music matches the input picture

with the most relevant song lyric, and even accurately local-

izes a part of the song lyric which best matches the charac-

teristics of this picture.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents the first large-scale Chinese multi-

modal pre-training model called BriVL. The first version of

our BriVL model has 1 billion parameters, which is pre-

trained on the RUC-CAS-WenLan dataset with 30 million

image-text pairs. As a part of this project, RUC-CAS-

WenLan is a large Chinese multi-source image-text dataset

constructed by ourselves for multi-modal pre-training. It

is noticeable that our BriVL model significantly outper-

forms both UNITER and OpenAI CLIP on the RUC-CAS-

WenLan test set and AIC-ICC validation set. With the pre-

trained BriVL model, we have also developed two web ap-

plications called MatchSoul and Soul-Music. In the near

future, our BriVL model will be enlarged to 10 billion pa-

rameters, which will be pre-trained with 500 million image-

text pairs. Moreover, we will also exploit the text-to-image

generation pretext task for multi-modal pre-training.
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